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Modifying Wave Function Collapse for more Complex Use in
Game Generation and Design
Quentin Morris
Abstract
Wave Function Collapse (WFC) is an image-based Procedural Content Generation (PCG)
algorithm that uses constraints extracted from an input image to generate a similar, yet
novel output. The goal of this thesis is to modify WFC with extra constraints and param-
eters that would allow a game designer to have more control over the algorithm to produce
more varied and specific results. This thesis introduces the field of Procedural Content
Generation (of which Wave Function Collapse is a part) and details the WFC algorithm.
It then examines past work done in these two topics, along with developments in the field
of content generation for the game Super Mario Bros. and developments of heuristics used
to analyze PCG content. The thesis next explains the specifics of WFC’s core algorithm,
introduces the new modifications made to it, and details heuristics used to analyze its out-
put. Finally, experiments are run using these modifications to generate content using levels
from the original Super Mario Bros. as input, and previously introduced heuristics are used
to assess the results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Procedural Content Generation
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is defined as the creation of content through the
use of an algorithm; commonly, PCG is connotatively tied to the generation of video game
content, but this is not always the case [16]. Though it is often used to generate game
assets, some PCG algorithms can be used to generate images, art, or other designs. For
example, Cullen and O’Sullivan [2] and Lipp et al. [11] use PCG to create buildings and
city layouts, and Guzdial et al. [5] uses a PCG system to generate visual art, though their
primary focus is applying this art to games.
When applied to games, PCG can reduce the amount of time spent generating content
by reducing human development of background assets like natural terrain or non-playable
characters [16]. It is also possible to generate more integral parts of a game, like entire
levels, with PCG. As it happens, one of the first applications of PCG was the generation of
dungeon levels for the game Rogue in 1980. Now, dungeon generating algorithms are more
common and have been implemented in games like Diablo, Daggerfall, and Daylight [10].
1
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Most PCG algorithms are based on using hand-crafted pieces of game content in combi-
nation with algorithms, parameters, rules and constraints to generate new content; however,
it is much more uncommon that a PCG algorithm uses finished game content to extract
rules and create more content [16]. This thesis focuses on one of these algorithms known as
Wave Function Collapse.
1.2 Wave Function Collapse
Wave Function Collapse (WFC) is a specific PCG algorithm developed by Maxim Gumin
[4] that aims to create a novel output image by considering the inherent rules and patterns
of a given input image. It determines these rules and patterns by looking at small N ×
M subsections of the input and assessing how many times each subsection appears and
which subsections appear adjacent to each other. Gumin addresses the first of these rules,
concerning the frequency of the subsections, as “local similarity.” This involves a strong
requirement that each N × M subsection in the output should occur at least once in the
input and a weak requirement that the frequency of certain subsections in the output should
be similar to their frequency in the input. The second of these rules,“adjacency,” describes
how certain subsections can be placed near each other. It is a strong requirement that if two
subsections appear adjacent to each other in the output, they must have appeared adjacent
in the input [4].
Upon its release, WFC gained a fair amount of traction and popularity with online indie
game developers and hobbyists. In addition to being implemented in multiple environments
[4], WFC has appeared in a few officially published indie games, with Caves of Qud being
one of the most prominent. This game is another example where designers use PCG to
generate the central parts of the level, like those mentioned earlier in section 1.1 [8]. It is
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this application of Wave Function Collapse to the generation of levels and design in video
games that inspires the focus of this thesis. The algorithm works well for this purpose, but,
by restricting its function to only local similarity and adjacency in an input image, it may
prove cumbersome or limited to developers who desire more control over the process while
maintaining the advantages of PCG. As such, I propose methods to modify Wave Function
Collapse that will grant users more friendly and versatile control over what the algorithm
produces.
1.3 Thesis Statement
The goal of this thesis is to apply Wave Function Collapse to the generation of levels for a
framework based around the original Super Mario Bros. and modify it by adding user con-
straints in order to generate a usable output. I will observe changes in the density, linearity,
and playability of WFC outputs through the use of these customized user constraints as
well as though the altering of native WFC parameters.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter details relevant work done in Procedural Content Generation and, as this
thesis uses the game Super Mario Bros. as the center for its experiments, this chapter also
reviews some past applications of PCG towards generation of content for said game. It also
outlines Expressive Range metrics used to analyze various PCG algorithms, and, finally,
reviews research and modifications already done on WFC.
2.1 Procedural Content Generation
Togelius et al. [18] devise a taxonomy and survey on searched-based PCG algorithms that
aims to define different types of PCG algorithms. They break algorithms up into five dif-
ferent classifications defined by whether or not the algorithm contains a specific property.
1) Online or Offline, which specifies (respectively) whether generation of content happens
while the game is running or during the game’s development. 2) Necessary or Optional,
which specifies whether the content created is necessary to progress in the game or if it is
simply background or avoidable. 3) Random Seeds or Parameter Vectors, which is more of
4
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a scale that specifies how many parameters may be specified by the designer before gener-
ation to offset a simple random number generator. 4) Stochastic or Deterministic, which,
somewhat similarly to the previous, specifies how much randomness comes out in the gener-
ated content. 5) Constructive or Generate-and-Test, which specifies whether the algorithm
tests that content is playable through specific actions while the algorithm generates it or if
it generates the content and then tests playability according to some criteria. They then
focus on defining a specific subset of generate-and-test algorithms called search-based PCG,
where the post-generation test function evaluates the content with a number called a fitness
value (as opposed to accepting or rejecting), while further generation attempts to increase
this value. The paper then follows the taxonomy with a survey listing various papers that
have done work on each of these classifications.
Liapis et al. [10] explores the use of procedural personas as a method of evaluating
dungeons generated by PCG. A procedural persona is a game-playing agent that acts out
a specific style of play; Liapis lists five different types of personas based on different utility
functions for the game they used: killing monsters, collecting treasure, reaching the exit,
performing the lowest possible number of actions, and avoiding death as much as possible.
They use the monster-killing persona and the treasure-hunting persona on a dungeon-based
game created for use in modeling decision making called MiniDungeons. They use the
performance metric given by these two personas to evaluate the quality of levels that are
deemed playable as a baseline, and then programmatically evolve these levels based on the
metric. The paper demonstrates how the personas actively influenced the design patterns of
the levels differently based on their architecture. In fact, they find that when one of the two
persona types was used exclusively to evolve a level[pretty sure this is what “maps evolved
towards deviations between monsters killed or treasures collected” means], it resulted in
more difficult levels with significant risk/reward areas.
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Summerville et al. [16] combines the evolving field of PCG with the many recent devel-
opments in deep learning to create Procedural Content Generation via Machine Learning,
or PCGML. This technique utilizes the training of machine learning algorithms on large
data sets and applies it to PCG so that algorithms may create game content through prior
training on existing game content. The research focuses specifically on different ways of rep-
resenting training data and applies five different training methods to these representations.
For data representation, they use sequences, grids, and graphs, and they train each using
back propagation, evolution, frequency counting, expectation maximization, and matrix
factorization. For the use cases of PCGML, they list Autonomous Generation, which allows
generation without designer input, but state that a more interesting use is co-creative de-
sign, which blends the intent of a designer with the intent of a trained artificial intelligence.
Along these two main benefits, they also list other positives like content repair, analysis,
and data compression.
2.2 Mario Generation
Dahlskog and Togelius [3] uses PCG in combination with software engineering design pat-
terns in an effort to generate Super Mario Bros. levels. Design patterns are a language
originally devised for architecture and adapted to computer programming in order to solve
recurring problems. Dahlskog and Togelius applied this concept to previous research where
they discovered that Mario levels tend to contain recurring patterns that fit into larger fam-
ilies. By combining these patterns with a PCG algorithm they aim to increase the variety
and control with which PCG may generate levels. They conclude that this application of
design patterns works particularly well with search-based solutions of PCG.
Shaker et al. [13] employs a subset of Genetic Programming called Grammatical Evolu-
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tion to evolve Mario levels as they are created. Grammatical Evolution entails the combina-
tion of an evolutionary algorithm with a context free grammar that represents the possible
solutions of the algorithm. They test and examine their results using expressive range, a
concept which will later be touched on in section 2.3.
Jain et al. [7] uses autoencoders, a type of neural network that encodes input into a
number of dimensions, to generate, repair, and classify level styles. The use of autoencoders
in this generation serves two purposes: first, they are able to use original and existing levels
as a representation of patterns understood by the autoencoders. Second, they are able to
influence what kinds of levels are generated by parametrically changing how much noise
goes into the autoencoder. The results show a good degree success and promise for more
complex use in future work.
Summerville et al. [15] uses neural networks to analyze Mario gameplay videos from
YouTube and ultimately generate levels based on different play styles. The paper generally
demonstrates a feasible alternative to more traditional methods of experience-driven PCG
which required in-person experiments and gameplay collection. They note that, overall, the
results are satisfying but there are many areas which could be expanded upon.
2.3 Expressive Range
When generating game content, and especially game levels with PCG, it is necessary to ask
how to assess the quality of a level and, by extension, the quality of the PCG algorithm
used to generated it. This is a difficult problem to answer when posed generally like this
as much what defines a “good” level is dependant on the specifications of the game, or
even the section of the game, that the level appears in. Previously, PCG users tested the
quality of a level by having a player or computer agent play the level directly within the
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game itself. However, this produces only vague understandings of the qualities of a level
that are entrenched in the context of the game, and doesn’t help to compare different PCG
generators on a more general level [6].
In order to solve this problem, Smith and Whitehead [14] proposed a set of metrics
to examine the expressive range of an algorithm. They define expressive range as the
classification of a PCG algorithm’s ability to generate style and variety. By thus quantifying
a PCG algorithm’s abilities, they may be better able to compare them. They then test the
expressive range of generators by developing two metrics with which they may analyze
generated platformer game levels very similar to that of Super Mario.
The first of these metrics is linearity which is the r-squared best fit regression line taken
from every platform midpoint in a level. This is measured to describe, what they call, the
level’s “profile.” The second metric is leniency, which measures how difficult a level is to
complete by assessing every point in a level where a player would be required to give input
and giving these locations a weight based on their difficulty and possibility to lead to death.
These points are then averaged and normalized to produce the leniency score.
Horn et al. [6] further extends this idea by reapplying Smith and Whitehead’s metrics
and adding three more. This thesis only implements two of these metrics, but I will list
and briefly define all of them here.
Leniency is much the same as in Smith and Whitehead’s paper, and they specify that
the average difficulty is normalized by the level’s length and how many possible paths a
player could take.
Linearity is also similar to as previously defined, only, instead of taking the midpoints
of a platform, they take the endpoint. A platform endpoint is defined as any position where
the player must move either up or down at least one level when advancing by one position.
Density deals similarly with level elevation by finding how packed a level is with plat-
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forms. For any given x position in the level, it counts the number of possible y positions a
player could occupy and averages and normalizes that over the whole level.
Pattern Density counts how many meso-patterns (or generated patterns that match
patterns present in the original Mario levels) and averages and normalizes that over the
level length.
Pattern Variation is the same as pattern density only it counts unique meso-patterns
as opposed to all meso-patterns.
This paper does not compare Wave Function Collapse to other PCG algorithms directly,
as is the original intent of Expressive range, but it still uses two of these heuristics to analyze
the differing effects of my proposed WFC modifications and to better understand the content
that is generated from them.
2.4 Wave Function Collapse
Kim et al. [9] summarize WFC first then extend its application from grid-based input
images to graphs. Grids are simply a subset of graphs where nodes are restricted to a
fixed number of neighbors. The extension to a graph-structure with a variable amount of
neighbors allows them to apply the concept to nav-meshes and more 3D spaces.
Karth and Smith [8] simulate the ideas of WFC with Answer-Set Programming in order
to examine and critique WFC. Through this, they concluded that WFC is very useful for
a wide variety of content (from poems to games). They also conclude, through their ASP
simulations, that the idea of no in-progress backtracking in WFC is nice, but not necessary
for further iterations of the algorithm, and they note that some other papers are currently
working on implementing runtime backtracking.
Sandhu et al. [12] focus on a similar concept to this thesis by adding design-friendly
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constraints to WFC. The first modification they add is weighted choice which factors the
weight of WFC’s tiles into the choices it makes in the output. The second modification
they add is the separation of different types of tiles by adding non-local constraints. In
essence, if a certain type of tile gets placed on the board, then these non-local constraints
can ensure that a certain number of other tiles get placed within a certain vicinity. The third
modification allows a WFC user to reconfigure certain weights within the whole output or
within local areas. The final modification allows a “mini-wfc” to be run on certain areas of
the map which eliminates certain tiles when others are placed. I.e. if a lamp tiles is placed,
only tiles that look lit up will appear.
Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 The Wave Function Collapse Algorithm
Wave Function Collapse (WFC) uses constraint solving to generate an output image based
on an example image or a set of rules. Constraint solving entails the algorithmic solution
of Constraint Satisfaction Problems where a number of continuous or discrete decision
variables can take on any number of values. When the value of a decision variable is
determined, it affects the possible values that other variables may take based on specified
constraints [8].
WFC begins by examining an input image and extracting local patterns (which will be
referred to as “snapshots”) and rules dictating which of those snapshots may appear adjacent
to another. It next fills each section of the output space with each possible snapshot, and,
on each cycle of the function, chooses to eliminate snapshots from one section of the output.
Then, it iterates through the entire output space, eliminating snapshots from adjacent stacks
in accordance with the rules collected. This process relates to the original concept of Wave
Function Collapse in quantum physics where a wave function (a mathematical function
11
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representing the degrees of freedom to which an observable object may take a certain state)
is directly observed and collapsed into a single state.
3.1.1 Patterns from Sample
The first step of Wave Function Collapse is only run once and involves extracting snapshots
(or “patterns”) from an input image (or “sample”) and determining adjacency rules for
each of these snapshots. Some implementations of the algorithm allow for snapshots and
adjacency rules to be specified and given to the algorithm directly, but, for the purpose of
this paper, I will explore the input-parsing functionality of the algorithm.
Figure 3.1: An example of an input image (left) that would be taken in by WFC, and a
possible output (right). Images used are taken from Karth and Smith [8].
The input image analysis phase of WFC consists of two main operations. The first is to
collect snapshots from the image, and one important parameter of Wave Function Collapse is
the snapshot’s dimensions. Typically, a snapshot is a square with equal x and y dimensions,
but it is possible to specify rectangular snapshots as well. When taking snapshots from the
13
input image, WFC will iterate through the input space, starting at the top left, and store
a snapshot of the image that is as large as the specified snapshot dimensions. By the end
of the parsing, it will generate a snapshot of every possible x× y section.
Figure 3.2: An example of 2 × 2 snapshots extracted from the input image in figure 3.1.
Note that these snapshots include rotated versions of extracted snapshots. Rotation of
snapshots is optionally used in WFC’s image-processing, but is not used for the purpose of
this thesis. Image taken from Karth and Smith [8].
The second operation is to collect adjacency rules to pair with every snapshot, which
dictate which snapshots appear next to others in the input image. One crucial concept to
note is that every snapshot, regardless of its x and y dimensions, is centered, as it were,
on its upper-left corner. This is because adjacent snapshots are not defined as snapshots
that appear on the current snapshot’s outermost boundary, but as snapshots that have a
“center” one position off from the current snapshot’s. So, for instance, the snapshot at
location (1, 1) has adjacent snapshots at location up: (1, 0), right: (2, 1), down: (1, 2), and
left: (0, 1). Regardless of a snapshot’s size, each location of the output image naturally
contains one tile from the input, so it is necessary to take one tile from a snapshot and
use the rest as guidelines for what tiles may be adjacent to it. These adjacency rules are
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coupled with each snapshot and stored for later use in the generation of the output.
An additional piece of information this function records in tandem with snapshots and
adjacency rules is snapshot frequency. After the function has finished collecting snapshots, it
must collapse any duplicate snapshots into one entry and aggregate all of the corresponding
adjacency rules so they may be stored together. In doing this, it counts the number of times
a snapshot appeared in the input image and stores that as its frequency. The frequency of
each snapshot is a vital statistic during the next step of the algorithm.
3.1.2 Build Propagator
When the algorithm finishes its analysis of the input image, a function called BuildPropa-
gator organizes all of the information it has just collected into a format that the algorithm
can use. Among the data collections this function handles, the most important of these is
called the wave, (which is loosely derived from the quantum physics concept of a quantum
wave function). The wave is a multi-dimensional boolean array representing all possibilities
in the output space. Each position in the output image is represented in the wave, and each
of these positions is initialized with an array of booleans of the same length as the number
of snapshots previously collected. Sandhu et al. [12] proposes a helpful way to think about
this concept: the wave is a checkerboard, and on each square sits a stack of chips repre-
senting each of the possible snapshots that the square may eventually be occupied with.
As the algorithm continues, chips are removed from these stacks, and, once it terminates,
each square will be left with only one chip. Thus, I will be referring to single sections of
the wave as stacks of snapshots henceforth.
In addition to data collections, BuildPropagator also initializes a few heuristic collections
that aid later steps. When deciding which snapshots to eliminate, WFC relies on a heuristic
called entropy, a number that summarizes the probability distribution of snapshots in a stack
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based on the frequency of each snapshot. Therefore, at the start, every stack begins with
the same entropy, and, when a snapshot is eliminated from a stack, the stack’s entropy is
updated based on that snapshot’s frequency.
3.1.3 Observe
After the wave has been initialized, WFC begins its search-based observe-and-propagate
loop in which it eliminates snapshots from the the possibilities in the wave and arrives at
a constraint-satisfying solution. The purpose of the observe function, then, is to analyze
the wave and select a stack to begin eliminating snapshots from. It makes this selection by
finding the stack with the smallest nonzero entropy. This corresponds with the common
constraint solving principle of selection of the most constrained variable [8].
Once it has taken a stack from the wave, it randomly selects a snapshot out of this stack
and prepares to eliminate all others. This concept of taking a possibility space and reducing
it to one reality is the essence of “observing.” This random selection is weighted based on
each individual remaining snapshot’s frequency, so the selection is biased toward snapshots
that appear more often in the input image. This helps to satisfy the weak requirement
mentioned previously that snapshot frequency in the output should be similar to their
frequency in the input.
The crux of removing a snapshot of a stack lies in maintaining the consistency of the
adjacent stacks. Therefore, a Ban function exists to handle the nuances of this operation.
When a certain snapshot is called to be banned from a stack, it removes the snapshot
from the stack, then accesses the four stacks directly adjacent and removes the adjacency
snapshots corresponding to the specified snapshot. This action implies the further banning
of snapshots of adjacent stacks, but, in fact, the ban function only does the job of priming
those snapshots for removal from the wave in a later step. Therefore, it also adds the position
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of the banned snapshot to a push-and-pop stack data-collection that dictates order of areas
of consideration in a later step. The function also handles the updating of all entropy and
frequency-related variables for the stack for reference by the greater WFC function.
One final important distinction of the observation phase is how it handles failure during
an iteration of the algorithm. Gumin [4] implemented WFC to function without runtime
backtracking, which means that, if the algorithm ends up in an impossible state that violates
the input constraints, it can not rectify its mistakes and can only give up and quit. The
observe step achieves this by checking if any of the snapshot stacks have been completely
emptied of snapshots. If this is the case, it means that choices were made elsewhere in
the wave that led to a situation in which no tile could possibly exist in the given empty
stack according to the adjacency rules. This signifies a failure for the algorithm, and it
terminates.
3.1.4 Propagate
The final function in the WFC algorithm, called Propagate, simulates the collapsing be-
havior of the wave. Where the Ban function only considered the adjacency rules one layer
out from a removed snapshot, Propagate travels through the entire wave and fully explores
the chaining consequences of a single snapshot’s removal. It begins popping the top value
off of the stack of snapshots that were primed by Ban and checks the four stacks adjacent,
removing all of the adjacent snapshots that had been primed. Ergo, Propagate must call
Ban for each of these snapshots, which adds more removed snapshots to the stack to be
considered later. Until the stack is empty, Propagate will continue to spread through the
wave and collapse the possibilities in the output space.
If the wave still contains non-collapsed stacks by the end of propagation, the cycle will
begin again, and the observe function will identify the most constrained of the remaining
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stacks and collapse it. This cycle ends either when all stacks in the wave are collapsed or
when the observe function finds that the wave has entered an impossible state.
3.2 Proposed WFC Modifications
The primary goal of this paper is not simply to examine the results of WFC-generated Mario
levels but to modify WFC in ways that may improve certain aspects of these outputs. As
a result, two simple but versatile additions were created and added to the basic algorithm.
I use these, alongside variation in snapshot sizes, in an attempt to influence the output in
a way that might benefit a designer using WFC in designing a game.
3.2.1 Forced Tile Placements
The first modification, rather simply, forces any specified tile in the input to appear at a
specific location in the output.This is done by passing a list of rules into the WFC function,
each of which consist of a tile and a set of x, y coordinates. The tile must exist in the
input image, and the coordinates must reside within the space of the output image. This
modification allows the user fine-tuned control over specific tiles in the output in the event
that certain tiles should or must appear in certain locations. Furthermore, by taking into
consideration WFC’s use of adjacency rules, the user can influence what tiles may be placed
in certain areas of the output by placing only a single tile somewhere directly.
The function is run after the WFC initialization steps and before the observation-
propagation loop. It finds the snapshot stack at the appropriate position in the wave
and searches through the stack for any that match the specified tile, calling the Ban()
function on any snapshots that do not match. This reduces the stack to all existing snap-
shots containing the specified tile at their top left and ensures that adjacency consistency
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is maintained by properly handling propagation for every elimination from the stack.
This paper uses three similar configurations of the forced tile placements modification
which will be listed further below.
3.2.2 Bounded Tile Appearances
The second modification, as opposed to a forced specification from the user, is more of a re-
striction of the capabilities of the algorithm while generating the output. It confines certain
tile placements to certain areas of the output image while keeping them from appearing any-
where else. The input is the same as for the forced tiles (a tile and an x, y tuple); however,
in this case, the x and y values each define a boundary in the output space past which the
specified tile can not appear. The function is configured so that a positive x or y value will
restrict the specified tile to appearing in positions greater than that value, and a negative x
or y will restrict it to appearing in spaces less than. WFC does not naturally consider the
original absolute x, y location of tiles and snapshots during generation, so chunks of ground
and other features are able to appear wherever they please in the output, provided they
obey the adjacency rules. This modification, therefore, allows the user to more strongly
enforce tile locality in WFC-generated outputs.
The implementation of this function is similar to the forced tile placements modification;
however, instead of searching for one snapshot stack in the wave, it searches for all stacks
outside of the specified x and y range and bans any snapshots that match the specified tile
from each. This paper uses two configurations of this modification which are also listed
below.
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Figure 3.3: Levels 1, 2, and 3 from the original Super Mario Bros. accompanied by the text
file representations used as an input image for WFC. Level images from [1].
3.3 Parameterization for Generated Levels
In order to test the effectiveness of WFC and its proposed modifications, I used three sep-
arate levels from the original Super Mario Bros. The levels chosen were the very first three
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as they appeared both visually distinct with differing terrain layout and varied heuristically
when analyzed with the density and linearity functions I used to later assess the outputs.
I used each of these three levels as the input image for the WFC algorithm to generate
1000 output levels per trial. Eight trials were performed on each level, the first being
a standard run of WFC with no modifications and a standard 2x2 snapshot size. The
remaining seven involved the use of one altered parameter from the modifications listed
below. The output was kept at a consistent size across all three levels of x = 202 and
y = 16 which, out of pure choice, matches the size of level 1.
3.3.1 Forced Tile Placements
Three trials of WFC were run for each level using three configurations of the forced tile
placement modification. In the first, I forced a single ground tile (figure 3.4) near the lower
left edge of the output at x = 3 and y = 15. The second was the same as the first with an
added forced ground tile at the lower right edge of the output at x = 198 and y = 15. The
third was the same as the second with a final ground tile forced near the lower middle at
x = 101 and y = 15.
Figure 3.4: A ground tile, represented by ‘X’ in the text file representations of levels.
As a common issue with level generation using unmodified WFC is a lack of platforms
for Mario to stand on, the goal of these configurations was to influence the algorithm into
creating a consistent plane of ground near the bottom of the level so that Mario had more
of a chance of making it through. Ground tiles typically occur adjacent to each other in the
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input levels, so forcing one into an area typically encouraged the algorithm to place more
next to it.
It should be noted that this modification is in some sense a glorified paintbrush, allowing
the user to place tiles nearly wherever they chose. As such, I aimed to be adequately frugal
in forcing tiles so as not to take too much of the work away from WFC in its generation
and, in the process, undermine the goal of generating levels with PCG.
3.3.2 Bounded Tile Appearances
Two further trials of WFC were run for each level using two configurations of the bounded
tile appearance modification. In the first, ground tiles were allowed only to appear below
y = 10 of the output image. In the second, that limit was pushed further down to y = 13.
For level 3 in particular, the most common ground tile was different than in levels 1 and
2; platforms were made predominantly of a tile represented by a ‘%’ character, so that tile
was restricted by the bounds instead.
Similarly to the forced tile placements, these configurations focused on influencing the
ground beneath Mario’s feet. In many unmodified level generations, floating platforms
tended to appear sporadically at any height in the output. As such, these configurations
aimed to push those floating platforms further towards the bottom of the level to keep
Mario’s footing more smooth and to keep potentially important tiles (like the goal flag)
within reach. As there would be less extra platforms near the top of the level, I also
considered that these modifications may increase overall linearity of the output.
3.3.3 Snapshot Size Variations
The final two trials were run, not with modifications to WFC, but instead with variations
to snapshot size and dimensions. In the first, I extended the size of the snapshots from 2×2
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to 3 × 3 in order to capture more information within one snapshot. For the second, I used
snapshot dimensions of 2× 16 to alter the shape of the snapshots into a vertical slice of the
level as opposed to small square.
The aim of these configurations was to look for differences in output when WFC captured
more or different information from the input image. I believed that more information given
to each snapshot could increase the playability and create outputs that look more visually
like a canonical Mario level.
3.4 Analysis
After generating 1000 levels for eight configurations on three levels, I ran the resulting
levels through two of the expressive range heuristics previously mentioned along with a
game-playing agent to assess playability. I chose density and linearity for the heuristics and
programmed an evaluation function
3.4.1 Density
Density was the first heuristic I chose to analyze the level, and I created an analysis function
based on the Horn et al. [6] specification mentioned previously. However, the method with
which to normalize the count of different possible y positions in the level was somewhat
unclear, so I settled on using the total area of the level. For all outputs, this would remain
constant as all outputs were specified with a size of 202 × 16.
3.4.2 Linearity
I chose linearity as the second heuristic and created an analysis function based on the meth-
ods previously specified. Between Smith and Whitehead’s [14] method of using platform
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midpoints, and Horn et al.’s [6] method of using platform endpoints, I sided with platform
endpoints. Due to the focus in previous sections on ground tiles, I would like to note that
the density function does not consider only the ‘X’ ground tiles in its calculation. There
are many other tiles that Mario is capable of standing on (like question tiles or breakable
bricks) which were necessary to factor in and affected the output of this heuristic.
3.4.3 Playability
The final heuristic used to evaluate levels did not come from expressive range; instead, a
Java-based framework for generating and playing Super Mario Bros. levels [17] ran an A*
game-playing agent on all of the levels generated by the WFC algorithm. Each run was
given a 20-second timer (the standard specification of the framework), and upon completion,
would specify if the agent completed the level, died, or ran out of time. The framework also
reported many other stats concerning the agent’s actions and performance during playtime.
From these stats, I included completion percentage, signifying the amount of the level the
agent made it through regardless of the result, (with 100% signifying a completed level), in
the final data aggregations. The goal of collecting these stats from this agent was to asses
how completable levels generated by a given WFC configuration and to assess, to some
extent, how difficult (or otherwise how feasible) it was to complete these levels on average.
Chapter 4
Results
After the algorithm generated the levels and the heuristics were processed, I averaged and
totaled the values of the statistics collected and produced one table for each level (tables
4.1, 4.2, ??). Each row is a different heuristic, and each column is a different configuration
of the modifications on WFC. The first two statistics are the average density and linearity.
Following that are the A* agent’s total successes, failures, and time-outs when run on the
1000 levels produced. Following these is a percentage that is simply the total number
of successes divided by 1000 to better contextualize the agent’s rate of success. Finally,
Average Completion Percentage is the average of the level’s completion percentage (as
mentioned in section 3.4.3) reported by the agent for each level, and Failure Completion
Percentage is the average of the agent’s reported completion percentage only for levels that
were failed or timed-out.
The names used for each of the different WFC configurations are defined below:
Standard - WFC with a 2 × 2 snapshot size and no modifications used
Bounded1 - ground blocks allowed only to appear below y = 10
Bounded2 - ground blocks allowed only to appear below y = 13
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Forced1 - One ground block forced at (x, y) = (3, 15)
Forced2 - Ground blocks forced at (x, y) = (3, 15) and (195, 15)
Forced3 - Ground blocks forced at (x, y) = (3, 15), (101, 15), and (195, 15)
3x3 Snap - snapshot dimensions changed to 3 × 3
Column Snap - snapshot dimensions changed to 2 × 16
As seen in these tables, level 2 on average tends to produce the most dense of the levels
while level 3 tends to produce the least dense across most configurations. This matches
the density of the original input levels when run through the density function (level 1 =
0.074, level 2 = 0.126, level 3 = 0.055). In terms of Linearity, however, The levels are much
tighter in terms of average linearity; though, for the Bounded and Forced configurations,
level 2 is consistently the least linear with either level 1 or 3 being the most (for reference,
the linearity of the original levels is: level 1 = 0.002, level 2 = 0.001, level 3 = 0.0005). For
playability, the number of victories almost always decreases from level 1 to level 3, with the
exception of the Bounded2 configuration where level 3 sees more victories than either of the
other two levels.
Of note is the Column Snapshot configuration, which tends to be an exception to many
of the previously stated rules and leads to heavy increases in playability statistics. For levels
1 and 2, this configuration also has a profound effect on linearity, leading to a substantial
increase compared to all other trials.
In addition to the aggregate charts for each level are candlestick graphs to present a
better understanding of the distribution of relevant values across all 1000 outputs of each
WFC configuration (figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). For each of the three levels, there is a graph
showing the distributions of density, linearity, and failure completion percentage. These
help to further visualize some of the trends previously discussed and to easier compare













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.1: Candlestick graphs for density
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Figure 4.2: Candlestick graphs for linearity
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Figure 4.3: Candlestick graphs for failure completion percentage
Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Standard Wave Function Collapse Generation
Wave Function Collapse, when unmodified, generates serviceable, yet rather unrealistic
levels. Many are not completable, and even those that are contain many floating platforms
and out-of reach locations. From the three levels used as input for WFC, the resulting
outputs show a variation in many of the heuristics used to evaluate them. Level 2 is shown to
produce the most dense levels on average while level 3 produces the least dense. Conversely,
average linearity remains approximately constant across the output of the three levels.
Finally, playability, concerning both the raw number of levels completed and completion
percentage, decreases as the levels progress, with a significant drop for levels produced by
level 3. This is understandable as the game-playing agent used was unable to complete even
the original level 3.
In following discussion of the outputs of modified WFC, the results and observations of
these standard WFC trials will serve as a baseline to compare against.
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5.2 Bounded Tile Appearances
This section examines the results of of both applications of the bounded tile appearances
modification (Bounded1 and Bounded2 as defined earlier in chapter 4) and examines their
affect on each heuristic in turn.
5.2.1 Density
Through both uses of bounded tile placements, WFC produces levels with more air-space
near the top and more structures near the bottom. This does, however, vary by level. Level
1 is, for the most part, a straight line with structures attached to the ground near the
bottom; any floating block structures are smaller and more sparse. As a result, restricting
ground tiles near the bottom results in more empty space near the top (as seen in figure 5.2),
and this is reflected in a decrease in average density compared to standard WFC, along with
a tightening of the total ranges of density, shown in the candlestick graph. Level-2-produced
levels also drop in average density, but the tightening of the total range of densities was not
as substantial as level 1. Level 2 originally has many more structures hanging in the air
made of different tiles that were not restricted by the bounding modification; this allows the
algorithm the freedom to generate levels with less empty space towards the top and more
platforms (as seen in figure 5.1), leading to some levels with higher density. Levels generated
from level 3 act much the same as levels generated from level 2 when concerning density,
though, of all three levels, it has the lowest average decrease in this heuristic compared to
unmodified level-3-produced levels.
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Figure 5.1: Output 15 of the Bounded1 configuration generated from level 2
5.2.2 Linearity
I predicted previously that the use of the bounded tile appearances modification would
lead to an increase in linearity of the produced levels. However, for levels 1 and 2, this
prediction is not true. Outputs produced by these two levels remain similar to unmodified
WFC concerning average density, with only a small increase by tenths of a percent. The
candlestick graphs for these two levels also do show a tightening in the overall range of
linearity values, but it was not as harsh as for density for level 1. Levels generated from level
3, however, did display the predicted increase in linearity when bounded, and, furthermore,
the y-depth to which it was bounded positively affected the amount it increased.
This phenomenon is likely due to a point that was previously touched on when describing
density. Both level 1 and 2 (though to varying degrees) contain a number of floating
structures, so bounding the ground tiles toward the bottom of the level still allowed for
other structures and platforms to appear higher up. Conversely, the vast majority of floating
platforms in level 3 are the ones made up of the level’s primary ground tile (the ‘%’ block),
so, when this tile is bounded by the modification, WFC is not motivated to populate the
higher areas of the level with many solid blocks. This leads to a smoother level with less
height variation as signified by a higher linearity.
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5.2.3 Playability
Somewhat counterproductive to the intent of these configurations, for levels 1 and 2, bound-
ing appears to have decreased the overall playability of the resulting level. The number of
successes of the agent playing the level dropped drastically, along with the total average
completion percentage. However, there is a key difference between these two levels; the
level-1-produced levels saw a heavy spike in the number of time-outs in which the agent
ran out of time to complete a level. This is likely due to the fact that many of the levels
produced by level 1 with bounding generated high walls which Mario was unable to progress
past. Level 2-produced levels, however, do not see the same spike; instead the total number
of standard losses increases with the addition of bounding while time-outs remain relatively
consistent. For level 2, then, it appears that keeping the main ground area restricted to
lower y levels is counterproductive to creating a playable level.
Figure 5.2: Output 23 of the Bounded2 configuration generated from level 1: an example
output demonstrating the high walls restricting progression, seen near the left in front of
Mario’s starting location.
Level-3-produced levels, however, do experience an increase in both victories and average
completion percentage. In fact, even among the levels not successfully completed, the
agent is able to make it further in the level, demonstrated by the average failed completion
percentage. Once again, the absence of solid tiles that were not restricted by the bounded
tile appearance modification in the original level leads to less variation in the output overall
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when the solid blocks that do exist are bounded. The implications this has on playability are
that the agent is less likely to encounter a level where it is hindered by sporadic placement
of other solid blocks or kept from reaching a flag that appears too high for it to reach.
5.3 Forced Tile Placements
This section examines the results of of the three applications of the forced tile placements
modification (Forced1, Forced2, and Forced3 as defined earlier in chapter 4) and examines
their affect on each heuristic in turn. As previously stated, one of the primary goals of
the three forced tile placement configurations was to create a coherent plane of ground
that may help Mario to make it further through the level. Many of the created levels
demonstrate successful production of this effect (as seen in figure 5.3), especially in the
third configuration, Forced3. However, it should be noted that these three configurations
are next to useless when applied to level 3; the ground ‘X’ tiles forced in the first two levels
are sparse in the third level, so long platforms at the bottom almost never appear. This, in
part, helps to demonstrate the way WFC takes snapshot frequency into consideration, and
the effects of this will be discussed in the following.
Figure 5.3: Output 43 of the Forced3 configuration generated from level 1
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5.3.1 Density
While this configuration places ground tiles near the bottom of the level similar to what the
bounded configurations achieved, it does not restrict them from appearing higher up. Thus,
contrary to bounded configurations, average density tended to increase compared to levels
generated by standard WFC. We can see this effect most clearly in levels 1 and 2, with a
greater increase as more tiles were forced in from forced1 to forced3. The candlestick charts
demonstrate this as well with higher centers but none of the shrinking of value ranges as
seen previously in bounded tile appearances.
Level 3, in contrast, remains constant in density, a fact shown in both the the averages
and candlestick chart. Adding ground blocks near the bottom does not influence WFC to
add entire platforms, resulting in only small clusters near the areas where tiles were forced.
Because fewer blocks were added, overall density of the levels saw very little change.
5.3.2 Linearity
For level 1, linearity saw a very slight increase compared to standard WFC levels, though
only by a few tenths of a percent. An increase of this size is not entirely meaningful, but
it stands to reason that, when entire platforms are generated along the bottom of a level
(as is especially common from Forced3), it would create a slightly more linear level. This
differs from the bounded configurations which forced ground tiles lower in the level, but did
not grantee that they would appear in a straight line.
In contrast, levels generated from levels 2 and 3 with these configurations suffered a
decrease in linearity. For level 2 the decrease was slight, but 3 suffered a more noticeable
decrease. This is likely due to the fact that these three configurations did nothing to restrict
or influence the main ground tile in level 3 (the ‘%’ tile) and simply add a few scattered
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platforms near the bottom (seen in figure 5.4), creating a less linear level. The concept
is similar for level 2, though, in this case, the forced tiles do serve as the original level’s
ground; thus they appear more often and allow the configurations to take more of an effect.
However, the frequent presence of different types of tiles commonly appearing in the level
leads to more variation throughout the output, so forcing blocks to appear near the bottom
only serves to make the level more linearly erratic.
Figure 5.4: Output 10 of the Forced3 configuration generated from level 3
5.3.3 Playability
For level-1-produced levels, the number of total levels completed by the agent decreased
for all configurations of the forced tile placement modification when compared to standard
WFC. Despite this, the average level completion percentage for the agent’s failed attempts
generally increased. As discussed previously concerning linearity and density, the levels
tended to see more of a linear plane of ground near the bottom, while still experiencing a
high degree of variation in higher areas of the level. This likely tends to allow the agent to
travel a greater distance in the level, even if the level is eventually failed. Level-2-produced
levels, in contrast, saw a slight increase in overall levels completed as well as an increase
in average completion percentages; we saw an increase in average density with level 2, so a
longer flat platform from the beginning of the level may have aided the agent in orienting
itself before navigating its way to the goal in other varied parts of the level.
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Finally, levels produced from level 3 saw a sizeable dip in overall completion. This is
likely because the forced configuration would typically create a small platform at the bottom
left of a level which, due to the low frequency of ground blocks in the input level, would not
extend very far. The framework would then use this platform as Mario’s starting location,
and, because the rest of the level contained sparse and scattered platforms, the agent would
likely have found it more difficult to reach any other platforms from its starting platform.
5.4 Altered Snapshots
This section examines the results of the two alterations in snapshot size (3x3 Snap and
Column Snap) and examines their affect on each heuristic in turn. As mentioned previously,
the goal of these configurations was to observe the behavior of WFC when it took different
amounts or kinds of information out of the input image. The results were pleasing and
demonstrate the amount of control that altering snapshot size has.
Figure 5.5: Output 183 of the Column Snapshot configuration generated from level 1.
5.4.1 Density
Because the 3x3 sized snapshot allowed WFC to capture more of the original image within
each snapshot, the outputs display more recognizable occurrences of structures from the
original image, like the stair-step structures from level 1 (seen in figure 5.6). However, for
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level-1-produced levels, the average density of the output experiences a decrease; though
the algorithm is able to generate more coherent structures, it also inserts more empty space.
This is likely because a 3x3 snapshot size naturally allows for the collection of less overall
snapshots from the input, and, due to the large presence of empty space, snapshots with
empty space will be proportionally more common. Level 2 did not see the same decrease
in density; in fact, average density increased very slightly. Level 2 contains less empty
space than level 1, thus, the larger snapshot size likely did not take the same effect as in
level 1. The same is true of level 3, only, in this case, the candlestick graph reveals that
the maximum density value increased drastically, although the average remained largely
unchanged. This is likely because, contrary to level 2, level 3 was not very dense to begin
with, so the extra snapshot size did little to increase the amount of empty space in the
output.
Figure 5.6: Output 7 of the 3x3 Snapshot configuration generated from level 1: an example
of the more coherent stair-step ‘#’-tile structures seen when generated from level 1 with a
3 × 3 snapshot size.
Similar to the 3x3 snapshot, the column-shaped 2x16 snapshot produced varying effects
on the density of each level. It did not significantly affect the average density of level 1 levels,
but the candlestick graph reveals an extreme tightening in the first and third quartile, along
with a heavy drop in the absolute maximum density value produced. Columns are a much
more restrictive snapshot shape concerning the adjacency rules they must follow, so when
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one is decided, it tends to create a straight line that more closely approximates the layout
of the original level (seen in figure ??); this keeps the average density similar, but, because
it does not have as much varietal freedom as the unmodified WFC, it is unable to produce
levels that are as dense at the extremes of the distribution. This phenomenon is even more
clear in level-2-produced levels where the average density saw hardly any change, and the
candlestick chart for standard and column snap are nearly identical. Level 3, however, saw
a massive increase in density compared to standard WFC generations. Though it should
be noted that, for unknown reasons, a number of columns on the right side of many of the
generated levels were filled totally with solid blocks, this phenomenon (whether it be an
error or a natural product of this snapshot shape on this level), was not the only reason
for an increase in density. Without it, the density increase may have shrunk slightly, but
the generated levels also displayed a much larger number of solid platforms than levels
generated by standard WFC; moreover, many of these platforms extended much longer
than they appeared in the original level. This is likely due, once again, to the restrictive
nature of adjacency rules with a snapshot that spans the height of a level.
Figure 5.7: Output 174 of the Column Snapshot configuration generated from level 3: An
example of a more dense level-3-produced level including longer platforms. The fill of solid
bricks can also be seen on the right side.
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5.4.2 Linearity
When concerning linearity, both configurations of altered snapshots resulted in about the
same effect, only to differing degrees. In level 1, we see an increase in average linearity
compared to the standard for 3x3 and an even greater increase for the column snapshots.
The same is true of level 2, but level 3 sees a drop in its average linearity for column
snapshots.
As mentioned in the discussion of density, the 3x3 snapshots resulted in a large amount
of empty space for levels 1 and 3. This combined with the more frequent appearance of long
linear platforms in outputs from all three levels leads to a higher average linearity as well as
an increase in absolute maximum linearity for each. The same is even more true of column
snapshots due to their restrictive nature that leads to a high probability of long platforms
in the output. Though, concerning the drop in linearity for level 3, it is unfortunately likely
that the filled-in right side of many of the level 3 outputs negatively affected the linearity
calculation. That said, there are also a number of outputs that contain shorter platforms
appearing at many different heights (a phenomenon also demonstrated in figure 5.7), which
is a potentially more natural cause for this dip in linearity.
5.4.3 Playability
For all three levels, the effect to related playability statistics (number of successes, average
completion percentage, and average completion percentage of failed attempts) varied with
the use of a 3x3 snapshot size. Level 1 saw a slight decrease in most of these stats, likely
due to the previous conclusions of overall empty space increasing in the output. Level 2, in
contrast, saw a slight increase in most of these stats, though, of the levels the agent failed,
completion percentage still decreased. Level 3 saw a more substantial decrease in these
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stats; once again, it is likely that more common blank space caused the agent to fall out of
the level more often.
Compared to the playability results for every other configuration, the results of the
column snapshots are the most impressive. Levels 1, 2, and 3 all all saw a massive increase in
the raw number of levels completed by the agent, and even the levels that weren’t completed
had a higher completion percentage on average than levels generated by standard WFC.
The direct effects of the column snapshots have previously been discussed, but, once again,
the lack of freedom concerning adjacency rules leads to long linear platforms in the level




When analyzing the expressive range of WFC with different modifications, I only used
two of the expressive range heuristics previously mentioned. However, expressive range
is a broadening field with more available metrics, so it would be interesting to analyze
the produced levels with other heuristics. In particular, leniency would be an interesting
measure to use; I used an A* agent to roughly assess the playability of a level (a method
which is already not perfect), but this does not produce an exact measure for the difficulty of
a level. Using the leniency heuristic and comparing it with the existing playability analysis
could be beneficial in learning which modifications have the most implication on difficulty.
As playability is concerned, the A* algorithm used to assess playability could do with
some improvements. The algorithm implemented in the Mario framework does not attempt
to find a path to the flagpole and instead concerns itself only with getting to the right hand
side of the small screen that is visible to Mario. As a result, this agent is not the perfect
agent for finishing levels, and when run on the the fifteen original Mario levels included in
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the framework, it only manages to complete eight of them; level 3, which was used in the
generation of this thesis, was one of the levels it could not complete. As such, there is a
high likelihood that it failed a number of the WFC-generated levels that would otherwise
be beatable by a more skilled player or agent. In the future, a more competent A* should
be used to better assess level playability.
6.2 Use of Current Modifications
Though the configurations used for the two current modifications of WFC presented inter-
esting and varied outputs, it is my belief that they have much potential for their capabilities.
I referred earlier in 3.3.1 to the forced tile placements modification as a “glorified paint-
brush” and noted that I did not want to do too much of the algorithm’s job when placing
blocks in the level. However, it would be interesting to analyze the results of a level that
had more complex structures already filled in. For instance, allowing WFC to build around
a level that already has a complete floor or pre-made obstacles filled in could allow the
designer to ensure playability while still receiving varied results.
Similarly, the bounded tile appearances modification could be used to restrict more than
just ground blocks to the bottom areas of the level. Tiles like enemies or powerups could
be confined to certain areas of the level on either axis in order to add a gradual progression
of difficulty throughout a level. For instance, weaker enemies could appear further toward
the left with more frequent powerups, while stronger enemies appear towards the right as
powerups become more scarce.
Finally, though this was not strictly a modification of WFC, the variation of snapshot
size and shape showed a significant amount of promise concerning the generation of natural-
looking and playable levels. More experimentation with these parameters alone could lead
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to a better understanding of how they could be used to a developer’s advantage.
6.3 Further Modifications
Finally, the world of possibilities for modification of WFC is yet a broad one. This thesis by
no means exhausts the potential for modification on this algorithm, and, as such, I would
like to propose a few more modifications for consideration in the future.
6.3.1 Forced Tile Frequencies
This modification takes inspiration from the idea of snapshot frequencies, applies it to
individual tiles, and turns it into a strong requirement as opposed to a soft one. The
general idea is to consider the number of times a certain tile appears in the input image
and force it to appear exactly as many times in the output. Mario levels, for instance,
always contain one flagpole, so it would be useful for developers to ensure that a flagpole
always appears exactly once in the generated level. For applications in other games, like The
Legend of Zelda where a certain number of keys must appear so that a player may unlock
every door, it would be helpful to feed the algorithm a level with a matching number of keys
and doors and return an output with the same amount, helping to ensure the playbility of
a level. Of course, this modification does not necessarily have to be limited to matching
the number of a specific tile in the input; it could instead be extended to allow the designer
to chose how many of a certain tile should appear in the output regardless of how many
appeared in the input.
Primitive functionality of this algorithm was implemented into the generation code for
this thesis, specifically concerning the Mario tile and the Flagpole tile. In order for the
Mario framework to run a level, it required Mario and a Flagpole to be present. Therefore,
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after generation, if a level lacked either of these, one was placed in (with Mario placed on
the farthest left solid block and the flagpole placed on the farthest right).
6.3.2 Removal of Screen-Wrapped Adjacency Rules
The other modification is one that we believe would significantly alter the output of the
algorithm. As Wave Function Collapse works currently, the input image is “screen-wrapped”
on itself; snapshots at the outer edge of the input are adjacent to snapshots at the opposite
edge. This is only natural, as the alternative is to generate snapshots with no adjacency
rules on one or more sides. This presents a problem during the observation phase as, if
one of these snapshots is chosen to appear anywhere in the middle of the image, it will
immediately eliminate all snapshots in one of the adjacent stacks where it has no adjacency
rules. This causes the algorithm to enter an impossible state and terminate.
Thus, screen-wrapping is difficult to avoid, and it has significant implications on the
outputs it is able to generate. Consider, for example, level 1 from the canonical levels.
The ground tiles only appear at the bottom of the screen, adjacent to the bottom edge.
However, as far as WFC is concerned, these ground tiles are adjacent to the sky tiles at the
very top of the image. As a result, when an output is generated, these tiles are allowed to
appear at almost any height, resulting in a number of floating platforms.
However, with a functioning workaround to the screen-wrapping requirement, WFC
would be capable of generating levels much closer to the original levels, with ground blocks
only appearing near the bottom where the ground should be and only generating floating
platforms when the original level contained floating platforms. The changes to output that
this modification could bring are so potentially profound that this would be our first target
upon further work in this topic.
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Figure 6.1: An example output (below) produced from level 1 (above) with standard WFC.
Ground tiles (‘X’) are able to appear at any height.
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